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Mr Jeremy Hanson MLA
Chair
Standing Committee on Economic Development and Tourism
GPO Box 1020
CANBERRA ACT 2601

Email: committees@parliament.act.gov.au

Dear Mr Hgnson

Inquiry into Drone Delivery Systems in the ACT

Thank you for your letter of 26 November 2018 inviting the Civil Aviation Safety Authority
(CASA) to provide a submission to the inquiry into Drone Delivery Systems in the ACT.

Please find attached CASA's submission for your consideration.

CASA is happy to provide further information at any time and looks forward to being advised
of the need to attend any future hearings on this matter.

Please contact Ms Carolyn Hutton, Government and International Relations Branch Manager
on 02 6217 1390 or by email at cicr@casa.cjov.au if you have any questions.

yearsTsmcerely

SJ^ne Carmody
;hief Executive Officer and

Director of Aviation Safety

GPO Box 2005 Canberra ACT 2601 Telephone: (02) 6217 1001 Facsimile: (02) 6217 1555



ACT Legislative Assembly Standing Committee on Economic Development and
Tourism

Inquiry into drone delivery systems in the ACT

Submission by the
Civil Aviation Safety Authority

The Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) makes this submission in response to
subparagraph 1(c)(ii) of the Committee's Terms of Reference for the inquiry into drone
delivery systems in the ACT, with particular reference to:

the extent of regulatory oversight of drone technology at various levels of government
including but not limited to ... Commonwealth agencies such as Air Services Australia
and Civil Aviation Safety Authority.

Please note that CASA is not responsible for drone technology as such, but for the
regulation of its safe operation.

CASA's role in aviation safety

CASA's primary function is the safety regulation of civil air operations in Australian territory
and the operation of Australian aircraft outside Australian territory. As Australia's civil
aviation regulator, CASA deals primarily with the aviation safety aspects of 'drones', or
remotely piloted aircraft (RPA) and remotely piloted aircraft systems (RPAS). An RPA (which
is an element of a remotely pilot aircraft system) is defined in the Civil Aviation Safety
Regulations 1998 (CASR) as a 'remotely piloted aircraft other than a balloon or a kite'1.

In the performance of its functions and the exercise of its powers, CASA must have regard to
the safety of air navigation as the most important consideration. Subject to that duty, CASA
must perform its functions and exercise its powers in a manner that ensures that, as far as
practicable, the environment is protected from:

• the effects of the operation and use of the aircraft and

• the effects associated with the operation and use of aircraft.2

In this submission, CASA will not be addressing issues related to security, privacy,
insurance, noise, border protection or the importation of goods, as these do not fall within the
reach of our statutory functions. For the same reasons, we will not be addressing broader
questions involving the social and economic impact of RPA operations; although we certainly
recognise that aspects of the RPA-related activities over which we do have regulatory
responsibilities can have significant social and economic implications.

The regulatorv framework for RPA operations

Australia was one of the first countries in the world to comprehensively regulate RPA with
the introduction ofCASR Part 101 in 2002.

Part 101 consolidates the rules governing all unmanned aeronautical activities into one body
of legislation. It prescribes the rules for the use of unmanned moored balloons and kites,
unmanned free balloons, unmanned rockets, RPA, model aircraft and pyrotechnic displays.

1 Dictionary, Part I.

2 Civil Aviation Act 1988, section 9A.



Part 101 was substantially amended in 2016 to, amongst other things:
• reflect evolving international regulatory developments and terminology; and
• introduce an 'excluded category' of operations to reduce red tape associated with the

commercial operation of smaller, lower risk RPA.

In October 2017, CASA issued a direction on the operation of certain unmanned aircraft to
clarify aspects of the existing regulation and to enhance the safety regulation of RPA
operations ( https://www.leciislation.ciov.au/Details/F2017L01370). This legislative instrument
gives directions on the operation of certain unmanned aircraft in the interests of safety,
particularly in relation to the operation of unmanned aircraft in the area of emergency
operations, near aerodromes and near people not associated with the operation of the
aircraft.

On 27 November 2018, the Australian Government's response to the Senate Standing
Committee on Rural and Regional Affairs and Transport: report: Regulatory requirements that
impact on the safe use of Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS), Unmanned Aerial
Systems and associated systems, was tabled in the Parliament. CASA participated in this
Inquiry, part of which included undertaking our own drone safety review (available at:
https://www.casa.ciov.au/aircraft/standard-pac!e/drone-safety-review.

The Government agreed with the Committee's recommendation to develop a whole-of-
government approach to RPAS safety in Australia, and to establish appropriate coordination
and implementation mechanisms with relevant departments and agencies to implement that
policy.

The report also recommended the establishment of a registration scheme for RPA and an
education and accreditation scheme for people who fly RPA. The Government agreed with
this recommendation and CASA commenced public consultation on such a scheme on 25
January 2019. CASA has received over 3700 submissions as part of this consultation.
CASAwill make all submissions publicly available on its Consultation Hub unless requested
to keep particular submissions confidential. We will also publish a summary of consultation
which will summarise all the feedback received.

Once we have fully considered public feedback, CASA is working to a commencement date
of 1 July 2019 to implement the first phase in accordance with the Government agreement to
implement registration. To minimise risks associated with the supporting information
technology systems, a staged implementation is planned as follows:

• 1 July 2019 - RPA operator certificate (ReOC) holders (registration only)
• 1 September 2019 - Excluded RPA operators (Sub 2k and flying over your own land)

(accreditation and registration)
• November 2019 - Recreational drone operators (accreditation and registration)

Reporting and Enforcement of Unsafe RPA Operations

CASA has a mechanism to allow reporting of unsafe operations via an "Unsafe Drone
Operations" complaint form on its website (https://www.casa.flov.au/webform/report-unsafe-
drone-operations) which allows anyone to report unsafe and potentially unlawful unmanned
aircraft operations. The form makes it clear that CASA is not authorised to investigate or
enforce privacy-related matters and that safety breaches may only be investigated where
there is sufficient information available to warrant the pursuit of an investigation—including
most importantly, information or evidence on the basis of which the identity of the person
responsible for the conduct can be identified.



If CASA determines that a breach of the civil aviation legislation has occurred, enforcement
action can be taken consistent with the policy reflected in CASA's Enforcement Manual and
Regulatory Philosophy. This may include:

• counselling the person involved about their conduct;
• safety-related administrative action to vary or cancel a person's RPA authorisation(s);
• issuing an Aviation Infringement Notice imposing a monetary penalty of up to $1050

for each offence, depending upon the regulation breached;
• referral of the matter to the Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions (CDPP)

for criminal prosecution.

Although promising technological advances are being made in this area, it is currently
difficult to identify who was responsible for the alleged conduct in most cases, and to obtain
sufficient evidence to effectively support enforcement action.

In calendar year 2018 CASA, took the following enforcement actions against commercial
and recreational RPA operators:

• 85 counselling letters were issued;
• 7 administrative actions to vary or cancel a person's RPA authorisation were

commenced;
• 63 Aviation Infringement Notices were issued;
• 5 briefs of evidence were referred to the CDPP for their consideration with a view to

criminal prosecution.

CASA's safety assessments and SDecific Operational Risk Assessment

The assessment of the safety of RPA operations is being examined in all leading aviation
jurisdictions. CASA is an active member of the Joint Authorities for Rulemaking on
Unmanned Systems (JARUS), which'is a group of experts from various National Aviation
Authorities and regional aviation safety organisations, whose purpose is to recommend a
single set of technical, safety and operational requirements for the certification and safe
integration of RPA into airspace and at aerodromes. Currently, 57 countries contribute to
JARUS, participating across seven working groups. CASA has representatives on working
group three on airworthiness, and on working group six on safety and risk management.

JARUS has developed the Specific Operational Risk Assessment (SORA), which provides a
methodology for the risk assessment required to support an application to operate an
Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) or RPAS in the Australian context where standard
operating conditions may not be applicable or appropriate, often referred to as the Specific
category. The SORA utilises a bowtie methodology where any given risk can be evaluated
based on multiple contributing factors and mitigations which may be applied both prior to and
post the risk event. A version of SORA is available from the JARUS website which can be
found at: http://iarus-rpas.orq/sites/iarus-rpas.orfl/files/iar doc 06 jarus sora vl.O.pdf.

However, the most current working version is available to regulators which provides
additional and updated information. The methodology is based on the principle of a
holistic/total system safety risk-based assessment model used to evaluate the risks related
to a given operation. The model considers threats of all kinds for a specified hazard, the
relevant design and operational mitigations, and evaluates them systematically to determine
the boundaries for a safe operation. This method is applicable to ail aspects of the
operational system including the aircraft, the control systems, pilots and supporting
elements, to determine acceptable risk levels and to validate that those levels are complied
with by the proposed operations. It allows evaluation of the intended concept of operations,
and subsequent categorisation into six different specific assurance and integrity levels,



which then define the required objectives that must be met in each category for the operation
to be considered adequately safe.

This approach allows for the development of a sophisticated and mature risk model to
evolve, using both strategic and tactical mitigations which can then be assessed in both a
qualitative and quantitative manner. The SORA aims to establish a sufficient level of
confidence that a specific operation can be conducted safely.

In July 2017, JARUS released an initial SORA methodology. The application of this
methodology has been internationally acknowledged as an acceptable means to evaluate
the risks associated with the operation of an RPAS within the specific category and to
determine the acceptability of the proposed operation. SORA is now actively in use in the
USA, Israel, New Zealand and several European countries.

CASA's current policy position is that this methodology will be applied where the traditional
approach to aircraft certification (approving the design, issuing an airworthiness approval
and type certificate) may not be appropriate due to an operator/applicant's desire to operate
a UAS in a limited or restricted manner. This method may also be used to support activities
necessary to determine airworthiness requirements.

CASA's safety assessments of the Wing trial

In September 2017 Google X - Project Wing applied for drone delivery operations in in the
semi-rural area of Royalla, on the outskirts of Canberra. CASA assessed the Royalla
operation using traditional risk assessment methodologies as the SORA had not yet been
formally released. In assessing the application, CASA considered its qualified environmental
obligations under section 9A of the Civil Aviation Act. In particular, CASA asked the
proponent for copies of independent noise testing and limited hours of operation in line with
guidance which can be found in the ACT Government's Noise Thresholds, a current version
of which can be found at:
https://www.accesscanberra.act.aov.au/app/answers/detail/a id/4608/~/noise-thresholds.

CASA did not set a noise limit, in decibel levels, as it has .no framework by which to consider
this issue. CASA is satisfied that it has discharged its obligations under section 9A of the
Civil Aviation Act.

Wing commenced commercial delivery operations in July 2017. Drone delivery flights were
conducted in Royalla and safety data from these trials were assessed by CASA before
approval was given for operations in the Canberra suburb of Bonython.

Wing, through Australian RPA operator certificate holder Unmanned Systems Australia
(USA), holds approvals to conduct a drone delivery service in Bonython, issued by CASA in
February 2018. Wing was required to submit a safety case to CASA as part of the
application process. The safety case included information relating to the reliability of the
drones and the results of collision testing verified by an appropriately qualified third-party
organisation.

Wing, through USA, hold several instruments issued by CASAto permit operations of the
kind presently conducted in Bonython. One instrument, CASA EX82/18 (a copy of which
can be found in Appendix A), exempts USA from compliance with CASR 101.245 (1),
101.280(2), and 101.340 (1)(e). The intent of the exemption is to allow USA to operate
closer than 30M of non-consenting people and over populous areas, with certain operational
conditions imposed. This instrument remains valid until the end of May 2019.



It is important to note that, as part of those exemptions, Unmanned Systems Australia must
comply with a number of operational conditions including not operating during a fire ban or at
night, not flying over main arterial roads, not operating less than 5m overhead a person and
operating inside the hours of 7am-8pm Monday to Saturday and Sam to 8pm on Sundays
and public holidays.

CASA is aware of complaints made by the Federal Member for Canberra on behalf of a
number of constituents, and by the Bonython Against Drones group on behalf of its
members, most relating to noise. CASA has no accurate information on the actual number of
complainants represented by these groups. However, CASA is aware that the operator has
elected to modify some of its flight routes in an attempt to minimise the noise impacts. The
operator has also introduced new rotors and motors, as well as reducing the maximum
speed at which its drones fly, to reduce the noise generated by the RPA.

CASA has worked with both Wing and the ACT Government to ensure there is a robust
response plan in place to react to any unforeseen events, including an unplanned drone
landing.

CASA engaged with the Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate of
the ACT Government prior to issuing the necessary approvals for the trial. There is no
regulatory requirement for CASA to engage with local government in the assessment of
applications, however, CASA recognised that the trial was novel and, with that in mind,
engaged with local government. CASA was consulted by the ACT Government in the
construct of the Government's risk management plan.

How CASA conducts oversight of the trials

In line with CASA's functions under the Civil Aviation Act 1988, and our surveillance policies
and processes, we conduct industry surveillance of RPA operators, including Wing's
operation. In prioritising surveillance of RPA operators, CASA adopts a structured system
and risk-based approach to monitor and assess a permission holder's operation and their
ability to effectively manage its safety risks.

CASA's surveillance activities encompass the conduct of audits and operational checks to
examine, test and verify an operator's organisational systems. This includes the sampling of
products and gathering evidence, data, information and intelligence. The scope of a
surveillance activity typically focuses on the operator's key organisational systems and
functions, including RPA flight operations and practices, personnel training and competency,
internal safety management and governance and administrative functions. The various
surveillance activities and subsequent information gathered during surveillance events
allows CASA to ascertain whether all RPA activities conducted by the RPA operator are as
safe as reasonably practicable.

The last surveillance event of Wing's operations took place in early October 2018. There
were no adverse safety findings that would cause CASA to cancel or limit USA'S existing
operational approvals.

As part of the regulatory conditions imposed on Wing, they are required to provide monthly
reports to CASA that detail operational information about flights conducted as part of the
trial. Wing are also bound by the Transport Safety Investigation Act 2003 and Transport
Safety Investigation Regulations 2003 to report certain incidents and accidents to the
Australian Transport Safety Bureau.

To date, CASA has not received any reports of RPA accidents in the course of the Wing trial.
CASA is aware of 2 occasions when RPAs were landed in a green space as a safety



precaution, under control of the remote pilot. There were no reported injuries or property
damage. The landing and aircraft recovery were conducted in accordance with Wing's
documented procedures. A root-cause analysis was conducted by Wing and an update to
the software on the RPA fleet was carried out to prevent a recurrence. Since the software
update was implemented, no precautionary landings have been reported. CASA is aware of
other reports in the media, such as the delivery of coffee to an incorrect location, but CASA
has not received a formal complaint or actionable information on such alleged occurrences.

Next steps

Consultation was completed in late 2018 on a Part 101 Manual of Standards (MOS) to
support Part 101. The MOS is due to be made in the first half of 2019. Amongst other
things, the MOS will introduce:

• a standardised syllabus of training for prospective new remote pilot licence (RePL)
holders that will improve safety through improved knowledge, practical competency
standards and professionalism within the commercial RPAS sector;

• standardised requirements governing the ways in which certain RPA activities may
be performed, compliance with which would permit those activities to be performed
without a general CASA permission being required;

• requirements for certified RPAS operators to maintain certain records, facilitating
CASA's safety-related auditing function;

• standardised requirements for the safe operation of RPA in the vicinity of aerodromes
and landing sites;

• enhancements to the remote pilot licensing structure to accommodate new
technology; and

• improvements to requirements governing Remote Pilot Licence (RePL) theory
examinations and RePL practical flight tests

On 8 November 2018 Wing applied to CASA to relocate the base of operation to an
industrial location in Mitchell, with a view to providing initial delivery services to the adjacent
residential suburbs. CASA is conducting an extensive safety assessment of this application,
including lessons from the Bonython trial, looking in detail at any safety risks to which it is
reasonable to expect that people on the ground or other airspace users might be. CASA
does not currently consider the effects of noise from RPAS to be a significant safety risk and
hence does not assess noise within its risk framework.



Appendix A: InstrumentNumber CASAEX82/18

Australian Government

Civil Aviation Safety Authority

Instrument number CASA EX82/18

I, SHANE PATRICK CARMODY, Director ofAviuliun Salcty, on behalf of CASA,
make this instrumenl Utldor nigulaliona 11,160 and 11,205 of the. CivUAvwllon SaJv.ty
^Bgulaiions 1998,

Shanc Cannody
Diroctor ofAviiition Safety

June 20 IS

CASA EX82/18 — Remotely Piloted Aircraft Operation Over Bonython
{Unmanned Systems Australia Pty Ltd) Exemption 2018

1 Name
This instrument is C.4SA EKWIB — Rewofely Pilaied Aircn-ft Operatwn
Over Bwython (IJmwnwd S)Wems Austrafia Pty Ltd) Exemption 2018,

Definitions
Note In flsis jnstrumeirt ceTtain tDnns and QxprassinnB have the Bgmc meaning as tlicy have m

Ihe Civi! Avidtaw Act 198S aud (he regulations, includinfi; temote plle< Ifcence, RfA,

In this inslruEiient:

Bcutyflnm means the Canbcn'a suburb of'Bonython appiwed by CASA undef
paragraph 101,030 (1) (a) of CASR as an area for the operation of the relevant
aircraft by Unmanned Syslemy Australia.
Note Par the CASA npproved ttperating areH of Q onython — see In'itnnneitt Number
RPAS2018.1746,

chief remote pilot means a person performing die functions and duties

mentioned in regulation 101.342 ofCASR,

(focwswUed practices and procedures has the same meaning as in
paraerapli 101,335 (1) (d) of CASK,
iitfrmleii, in relalion to a recovery site, means a site intended by Utimaiuied
Sysleffis Australia to he used for the recovery of a relevant flirerafL

operator remote pilot means a holder of a remote pilot lieenec who is an
employee ofUnmanned Systems Ausd'ulia.

Praject Wing flight maimal means Unmawsd S)istems Australia PSy Ltd
RPAS Operational Proce.dwes, dated 2018, version 6.

Instnnnent number CASA EXli2/l B Page ] of 4 pages



relevant aircraft means a Hummingbircl V2.0 Powored Lill Umnanncd Aerial

Vehicle operated by Unmanned Systems Australia imdcr its ceriillcfltion as an
RPA operator.

Note A person who was wrtjficd BS a UAV operator es [it 2S September 2016 is tatoi to
have b&en eurlified w un RPA upeifHur • &w subregulaticm 202.462 ?3) ol'CASR,

remote pilot s^ion ineiuiy the laptop, eontrol uriit and avionic iirterfaces;

(a) approved by CASA as a remote pilot alation, and

(b) used to control and command a relevant aircratt,

ifhii means the Google PcoJeGt Wing research mid development activily for
the Google Pwject Wmg 'Tlrone delivery" program that is limited to die
operation of relevant aircraft in connection with the delivery of goods to
persons who have;

(a) Hpplied in writing (u Uiunatinecl Systems Australia to become a trial
pariicipun^ and

(b) been approved by Uimianiicd Systems Australia as a trial partlGipant; and

(c) requested a siiecific delivery via the Google smart phone appliuadon to a
pis-appl'oved delivery location located within Bonylhon.

Unmaiwed Systems Avsdwlw means Unmmmed Systems Australia Ply Ltd,
ARM 827475.

3 Application
Ttus instmment applies Jn relation to Unmianiied Systems Australia if it
operates a relevant aircraft in or over Bonython for the purposes of" the trial.

4 ExampUon —- operating near people

(1) The following persons, while operating a relevant aircraft in ur over
Bonython, are exempt from compliance wifh sybregulation 101.245 (1) of
CASK to the exSeut tlist the subi'egulation requires that a person must nut
operate a relevant aircraft within 30 metres of a pBi'son who is nut directly

associated with the operation of the. relevant aircraft:

(a) Unmautied Systems Australia;

(b) the operator remole pilul of the relevtttlS fttl'ci'ftft,
yt0le A person who was certified as u UAV cunlialleF as a< 2.8 SepEetllbeE' 2016 is <ak<;H to

have beeu gianted a retnole pilot Jicence under regulation WS95 [>fCA9R, — soo
reguliition 202.^61 (3)ofCASR.

(2) The exemption is subject to the conditions that apply to the person that we
mentioned in seclions 7 and 8.

S Exemption — operating over populous areas

(I) The following pcrsuns, while operating a relevnnt tWcraft over Bon)Ithon, are
uxcmpl from eompliiittce with subregulsition 101,280 (2) ofCASR to (lie
extent that the subregnlation reqnireA that a person imist not opera-te a relevant

aircraft at a height less llian ihe height from whicli, if any of its components
tails, it would be able (o vlear the area;

(a) Unmanned Systems Australia;

(b) the operator remote pilot of the. relevant aircrari.

(2.) The exemption is subject to the conditions that apply to the person thai are
mentioned in sections 7 and 8,

Instmmont numher CASA RXR2/1 K Pass 2 of'4 pages



6 Exemption — compliance with doeumonted practices and
procedures

(J) Unmanned Syste.ms Australia is exempt from paragrapli 101,340 (1) (e) of
C.ASR to the extent Uiat the paragraph requires (JnmaDned Systems Australia
to comply with a requh'ement of its docuniented practices and procedures that

is inconsistent w.i(ll a requirement under this JDstrument.

ArcV<1 CASA consideis (hat (Ew Uiunajined Systems Australia docutnsnted pracdces aud
procedureg include gt Isgst the Prnject Wing flighl mgnual gnd the {/nmwimffSy.'Hem,'!
Aiistnilid Ply Lid Opwaihns Msnita!, dated 6 April 2018, version 6,

(2) The. exemption in subsection (1) is subject to the condition msntioned in
paragmph 8 (1) (b),

(3) Ati operator remote pilot is exempt from re.guladon 1 01.3 70 of CASK. to the
extent that 1he pBi'agrapli requires the operntor remote pilot to Gomply with a
requirement of the documented practices atid procedures ofUnmamed
Systems Ansti'filia tlurt is iticotisisteut with a requirement, imder this
instrum&ttt.

(4) The exemption in subsection (3) is subject to the condition that the operator
remote pilot notify the. Unmunned Systems Australia chiel remote pilot in
writing of the inconsislencyi within 1 business day of becoming aware of the
mconsislency,

7 Operational conditions

(I) Uninanaed Syslcms Australia and the operator remote pilot must ensure that:

(a) the relevant aircraft is not operated in or over Bonython when a total fire
ban is in place; and

(b) the relevant airc.raft js equipj>s4 and operated with an active, fail-safe
mode that will ensure that, in the event of a data-Hnk loss, the aircraft will
land or otherwise terminate the flight in accordance with the prwedui'e-s
mentioned in the Project Wing flight inanual; and

(c) any site from which the relevant airGraft is launclied, or mtended to be
recovered, must not be located withiti IS metres of a sealed road, Qticl any
IsyiiGli or recovery opemtion for tlie rekva-tit au'craft must not pose au

utweasonsble. level ofdjstraction to motorists; and

(d) (he relevant aarcraft i& not operated:

(i) more than 400 feet above ground level; or

(it) at night; or
(ij.) outsklo public gRtIiermgs; or

(iii) over Alhllon Drive, Drakcford Drive or Woodcock Drive; or

(Jv) less than 5 mBtrcs ovorhcad a person, or 2 mutres horizontal distance

from a person, or

(v) within 3 nautic-al miles of the bomidary of Canberra aErpoi't plus a
reasonable opcrationai buffer to avoid any unintended incursion into

that airspace,

(2) U.n.maonodl Systems Australia must not use a loyncb and intended recovery
site unless the location of the site has been uotified to CASA in writing.

Instrument number CASA HX ?2, I S Page 3 nf4 iTggc-s
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(3) Umnanned Systems Aystralja and the o])c.i'Htor remote pilot must noloperate a

releviUit aircraft m or over Bonytlwn outside the hours oft

(a) 7:00am to 8;(H)pin Monday to Soturday; and
(b) 8:00am to 8;QOpm Sunday nttd public holidays.
Nofe Uncter ACT legislation, there ere ACT guvemffienl rejjlrleduns rekitbie lu suburban

noise that may also apply to Unmanned Systems Australia,

(4) Unmanned Systems Australia must not, at a particular time, operate more than
15 aircraft in or over Bonython from each remote pilot station.

8 Regulatory conditions
(1) In the event of an inconsistency between the documented practices and

procedures ofUnmanned Systeiris Australia and this instruineflt, Unmanned
Systems Australia must;

(a) comply with this instniment to the extent of the inconsistency; and

(b) ttulily CASA in wriling of the mconsistency, withiti 2 buyincsg days of
bacuming aware ol the Inconaistcncy,

(2) Unmamwd Systems Australia, must, within 3 0 dg.ys of tlie end of each calendar
monlli during which this instrument is in fwcc, provide CASA with a report
tliEil contains the information monlioncd in subsectiou (3) in relation to

opcralions for the trial during the month.

(3) For subsection (2), the information is the follnwing;

(a) total number of flights conducted for the trial;
(b) total number ufHighls which were deliveries fur the trial;
(c) total hours of operation for the trial;

(d) number of incidents;

(e) number of accidents,

(f) m ?la(lon lu «ich inddent Ein<l Eivcident;

(i) a description, analysis of causal factors, corrective actions identified,

and Ihc extent to which conx'ctivc actions have been implemented;,

and

(ii) if a relevant aircraft was recovered from an site other than an intended

recovery site notjtled to CASA, the location of ills recovery site,

(4) Uiunaiuwd Systems Austmlia must not atnend its documented pracUccs and
piwedures, or implement a change to the procedures menti.oned in
pai'Bgraph 7 (1) (b), unless the cliange has been approvecl in vvritmg by CASA,
Ntiic' A change to the niQtteis nw;ntioned in tills subsection wii] resulr ui the reis&ue of this
instrumont to ghrc cffcct to (he amccidcd mattars.

9 Repeal
This instrument is repealed at the end of 31 May 2019.
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